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Abstract— Vigilance research is very useful and important
to our daily lives. EEG has been proved very effective for
measuring vigilance. Up to now, many researches mainly focus
on using supervised learning methods to analyze the vigilance.
However, the labeled information of vigilance is hard to get
and sometimes not reliable. In this paper, we proposed a semisupervised clustering method for vigilance analysis based on
EEG. This method uses the inadequate labeled information
to guide the vigilance related feature selection and uses prior
knowledge of vigilance state transform to guide the clustering
algorithm. Analyzing results show that our method can almost
correctly distinguish the awake and sleeping EEG. The results
can also present reasonable middle states transform processes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the past few decades, studies on vigilance have
shown that vigilance analysis is very useful to our daily
lives [1][2][3]. Vigilance, or sustained attention, refers to
the ability of observers to maintain their focus of attention
and to remain alert to stimuli for prolonged periods of
time. For many human machine interaction systems, the
operators should retain vigilance above a constant level.
Otherwise, some accidents may occur. In addition, with quick
development and wide applications of robots, in order to
offer high quality service, besides recognizing the object’s
expressions, the robots also should be able to estimate the
objects’ vigilance correctly. So vigilance analysis is a very
important issue in human machine interaction field.
Up to now, many signals were proposed to analyze the
vigilance. Among them all, EEG based vigilance analysis is
more accurate and faster. In EEG based vigilance research,
most past methods have focused on using supervised learning
methods to analyze the vigilance [3]-[13]. Such as using
the evoked potential (EP) response to analyze the vigilance,
using group mean performance in a testing environment to
analyze the vigilance, or using prior knowledge and experts
experiences to analyze the vigilance.
However, till now, there is no uniform standard for vigilance scale labeling. As the existing vigilance labeling
methods are complex, expensive and sometimes not reliable. Based on these considerations, we choose clustering
method for vigilance analysis. Furthermore, semi-supervised
clustering is more powerful than unsupervised clustering, as
it can use supervising information to guide the clustering
algorithm towards a reasonable grouping of data and to
guide the similarity computing method [14]-[17]. And in
vigilance study, there is still some labeled information or

prior knowledge to be used, so we propose a semi-supervised
clustering method for vigilance analysis.
Many studies show that, during a long term vigilance states
transform is a gradual changing process [2][9]. For example,
vigilance states are divided into 4 states from high level to
low level. State 1 means clear-headed and state 4 means
totally sleeping. The occurrence of vigilance states transform
from state 2 to state 3 is more possible than from state 2 to
state 4. In addition, the labeled data of clear-headed (state 1)
EEG and sleeping (state 4) EEG is easy to get. So we can
use these information to supervise the clustering process.
In our study, we use EEG for vigilance analysis. We
divided the vigilance into 4 states from high level to low
level. State 1 means clear-headed, state 4 means sleeping
and other states mean middle states. Firstly, by utilizing
the inadequate labeled EEG data, we mainly use Common
Spatial Patterns (CSP) [18][19]and mutual information based
feature selection methods [20][21]to select the vigilance
related features for indirectly guide the similarity computing. Then, considering the above vigilance states transform
property, we design a clustering method combined with some
prior knowledge of vigilance states transform to analyze the
EEG data. Analyzing results show that just in several seconds
our methods can almost correctly distinguish the awake and
sleeping EEG. And the results can also present reasonable
and meaningful middle states transform processes.
This paper is structured as follows. In section II, the
methods used for vigilance analysis are described. In section
III, experimental setup is briefly introduced. In section IV,
analyzing results are presented. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in section V.
II. M ETHODS
We use multi-channels EEG for vigilance analysis. Experiments show that the changing of EEG during vigilance
states transform is a continuous process. For example, as
shown in Figure 1, the energy of EEG around 3Hz from
clear-headed state to sleeping state is a gradual decreasing
process. So we can select the features of EEG which can
well separate the labeled clear-headed and sleeping data as
the vigilance related features. As the features are the input of
the similarity computing algorithm, this strategy is indirect to
supervise the similarity computing. Then cluster the related
features and use the vigilance states transform property to
supervise the adjustment of the clustering results.
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Fig. 1.

Distribution of EEG energy around 3Hz on the scalp

The whole process consists of three parts. Firstly, EEG signals are preprocessed for artifact reduction and decomposed
for extracting the vigilance related signals. Secondly, based
on the preprocessed EEG, related features are extracted, and
the appropriate features are selected by using mutual information based method. Finally, by utilizing vigilance states
transform property, extended graph factorization clustering
(XGFC) model is proposed for clustering the vigilance states.
A. EEG Preprocessing
Original EEG signals contain a lot of artifacts or unrelated
signals. For achieving the goal of analyzing vigilance states
correctly and reliably, the artifacts must be rejected and the
unrelated signals must be reduced maximally.
Generally speaking, there are two types of artifacts [22].the
first type is extra cerebral source artifact which is recorded
together with EEG, such as electrooculogram (EOG), electromyography (EMG), and ECG. The second type is technical artifact which results from the EEG recording system,
such as signal drift and decay.
In our experiments, 128-channels NeuroScan System was
used to record EEG signals. The extra cerebral source
artifacts mainly consisted of EOG and EMG induced by
movement. The EOG signals were removed by Scan4.3 software installed in NeuroScan System. And the obvious EMG
signals were rejected by hand. For the high performance of
NeuroScan System, the technical artifacts could be ignored
except the signal drift which could also be corrected by
Scan4.3 software.
Besides artifacts, there exist a lot of background signals
which are unrelated to vigilance change. So we need a
decomposition method which can minimize the amount of
background signals. Suppose we take the background signals
as noise signals. As we know, there are a lot of classical
or effective decomposition methods. But unfortunately, as
the energy of noise signals is much greater than the energy
of interested signals, most of them are unavailable for this
situation. Here we used a decomposition method based on
Common Spatial Patterns (CSP) [18][19]which is effective
and specific for EEG signals decomposition.
CSP can seem as a variation of Principal Components
Analysis (PCA). The method of CSP is that two kinds of
EEG signals are whitened and then projected to the common
spatial patterns. After that, the spatial patterns to which the
corresponded variances of the two kinks of EEG signals are
most different are chosen as the projection factors. Finally,
use the projection factors to decompose the EEG signals.

where V denotes the original signals, P denotes the projection matrix and Z denotes the decomposed signals. For
example, denote the two kinds of EEG signals as Xa and Xb .
Both of them are the combinations of events-related signals
and background signals.




Sa
Sb
Xa = [Ca1 , Ca2 ]
, Xb = [Cb1 , Cb2 ]
(2)
Sc1
Sc2
where Sa and Sb are the events-related signals, Sc1 and Sc2
are the background signals, Cai and Cbi are the combination
coefficients. Assume the Sc1 and Sc2 are the same background signals, then CSP can be used to extract the eventsrelated signals Sa and Sb .
As we see, CSP is only available for labeled two categories problem. However, the vigilance analysis is a multiple
categories problem and in which the labeled information
is inadequate. So the strategy is that, firstly we coarsely
divide the EEG signals into three categories clear-headed,
sleeping and others. Then we use the labeled clear-headed
and sleeping EEG signals as the two conditions EEG signals
to get the common spatial patterns. Finally, We choose the
common spatial patterns to form projection matrix Pcsp
which optimally separates the clear-headed and sleeping EEG
signals as the projection factors to transform the whole
process EEG signals. Denote the whole artifact rejected EEG
signals as X, the projected signals as Y , then
Y = Pcsp X

(3)

where X is a matrix with dimension of K by L, and Y is a
matrix with dimension of M (number of selected CSP) by
L.
As clear-headed state and sleeping state are the two
terminal states of vigilance and the EEG changing during
vigilance states transform is a continuous process, the whole
EEG changing process should be reflected on these projected
spatial patterns and the middle states of vigilance should be
separated by projected to the selected spatial patterns of the
two terminal states.
B. Feature Extraction and Selection
Many vigilance researches show that vigilance changing is
mainly reflected by PSD changing of EEG signals [4][6][13].
So firstly, we use discrete short time Fourier transform to
extract the PSD of each CSP projected EEG signals Y and
take the PSD bellow 50Hz as the feature information with
frequency resolution 1Hz.
VP SD = ST F T {Y }

(4)

where ST F T denotes short time Fourier transform, and
VP SD is the PSD matrix with dimension 50 × M by N
(number of time window).
Then we use PCA to reduce the dimension of the feature
matrix,
VR = PR VP SD
(5)

where PR is the matrix of principal spatial patterns with
dimension m by 50 × M , and VR is the dimension reduced
feature matrix with dimension m by N .
After that, we use a mutual information based feature selection method [20][21]to choose a subset SMI of the feature
set S. This method selects feature subset by optimizing maxrelevance between feature subset and target class, and minredundancy among the feature subset. Denote ith feature of
EEG signals as xi and denote the vigilance states as c. As
we only have two types of labels clear-headed and sleeping.
We just use these labeled information to select the feature
subset. The reason for doing like this is just like what is for
selecting the projection matrix mentioned above. Denote the
mutual information between xi and c as I(xi ; c). Then the
relevance between feature subset Sk and class c is defined
as follow,
1 X
I(xi ; c)
(6)
D=
|Sk |
xi ∈Sk

and the redundancy among the feature subset is defined as,
X
1
R=
I(xi ; xj )
(7)
|Sk |2
xi ,xj ∈Sk

where I(xi ; xj ) is the mutual information between xi and xj .
The criterion of mutual information based feature selection
method is to maximize D − R. The criterion operator can be
defined as,
Φ=D−R
(8)
So, the selected feature subset should maximize Φ.
In practice, we choose the feature subset SMI by an
incremental search methods as described in []. And adjust
feature subset SMI according the following clustering results. Finally, we get a feature matrix VF S with dimension
mF S by N , where mF S is the elements number in SMI .
C. Extended Graph Factorization Clustering Model
Proper clustering method can mine the intrinsic relations
of a given data set. Combined with some supervising information, clustering method can get even better results to
interpret the intrinsic relations of the given data set. Here,
we propose an extended graph factorization clustering model
(XGFC) which is based on graph-factorization clustering
method (GFC) [23]. After GFC, it use vigilance states
transform property to adjust the clustering results.
Firstly, let’s briefly introduce the GFC. GFC is based on
the pairwise data similarities which assigns data to clusters
in a probabilistic way. GFC can also afford the relations
among clusters in a probabilistic way. The main idea of
GFC is that for any pairwise data relations graph, there
exist a latent bipartite graph according to which the data was
generated and the pairwise data relations graph was formed.
See in Figure 2(a),2(b). Where vi denotes the observed
data, ui denotes the latent cluster, the edges between two
nodes denote the relations of them. The objective of GFC
is to estimate the relations between vi and uj by which the
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Fig. 2.
(a) The original graph representing data relations; (b) The
bipartite graph representing data to cluster relations; (c) The induced graph
representing clusters relations

observed pairwise data relations can be mostly approximated.
The algorithm of GFC is described as follow. Denote W
as the matrix of pairwise data relations with dimension N
by N , and B as the matrix of relations between data and
clusters with dimension N by k (number of clusters). From
the perspective of Markov random walks, the relations of
among Vi can be formed as,
f = (BΛ−1 B T ), Λ = diag(λ1 , ..., λk )
W
(9)
PN
where λj = i=1 Bij . If we want to get a optimal estimation
f must be minimized.
of B, the divergence between W and W
To make the problem easy to solve, replace BΛ−1 by H.
Then the objective function is formed,
min{l(W, HΛH T )}, s.t.

N
X

Hip = 1

(10)

i=1

where
l(·, ·) is a divergence operator. Defines l(X, Y ) =
P
[X
ij log(Xij /Yij ) − Xij + Y ij], then the objective
i,j
function in Equation (10) can be reduced by the following
update rule,
X
X
Wij
H˜ip ∝ Hip
λj Hjp ,
H˜ip = 1 (11)
T
(HΛH )ij
j
i
λ˜p ∝ λp

X
ij

X
X
Wij
Hip Hjp ,
λ̃p =
Wij (12)
T
(HΛH )ij
p
ij

Finally, we get the data cluster relations,
B = HΛ

(13)

Then the relations between data and clusters can seem as the
probability that the data belong to the clusters. In Figure 2(c),
the relations W c among clusters can also be estimated from
the perspective of Markov random walks.
W c = (B T D−1 B), D = diag(d1 , ..., dn )
(14)
Pk
where di = j=1 Bij . If we consider the above relations in
a probabilistic way, then we can get the following results.
p(ui , vj ) ∝ Bij

(15)

Wijc

(16)

p(vi , vj ) ∝

p(ui ) ∝ di

(17)

p(vj ) ∝ λj

(18)

Considering the vigilance state transform is a gradual
changing process, we propose a state transform model which
is shown in Figure 3. We divide vigilance into 4 states. The
edges in this model indicate whether there exists transform
probabilities between two states during short time. For example, in our assumption, there is no edge between state
1 and state 4, that means during short time state 1 and
state 4 can not directly transform to each other. And if there
exists an edge, we directly use the p(vi , vj ) as the transform
probability.

The XGFC can be described as follow. Firstly, use GFC to
clustering the EEG data for get the probabilistic information.
Then use conditional probability model to adjust clustering
results.
III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

A total of 16 healthy volunteers (ages from 19 to 25) took
part in our study. Each subject performed at least four turns
of experiments. Experiments were carried in a small room
with normally illuminated and insulated. The temperature of
the room was kept at about 24 degrees and the humidity was
S2
S3
kept between 20% and 40%.
During the experiment, the subject was asked to lie on
bed, close eyes and try to release until falling asleep. The
S4
S1
EEG signals were acquired though the NeuroScan System.
64 channels of signals including 62 channels of EEG and
Fig. 3. Each node denotes a vigilance state, and each edge denotes there
2 channels of EOG are recorded. Electrodes arrange based
existing direct transform between these two states
on extended 10/20 system. Figure 5 shows the electrodes
distribution. Each experiment lasts at least one hour. During
yj
yk−1
yk+1
yi
yk
this
time, a period of soft and short music was presented to
···
···
···
···
the subject several times. The music lasted 10 seconds and
volume of the music was tuned such that the subject would
not be disturbed when the subject was sleeping. If the subject
heard the music which shown that he or she was awake, the
xi
xk−1 xk
xk+1
xj
subject just opened his or her eyes. If not, the subject just
kept on sleeping and it meant that he or she fallen asleep.
Fig. 4. xi denotes observation, yi denotes clustering label of xi . The final
We used a DV camera to record the subject’s activities.
clustering label yk is determined by xk−1 , xk and xk+1
Based on the state transform model, we design a conditional probability model which works after GFC. This model
uses the neighbor observations to help the current observation
adjust its clustering result which is shown in Figure 4. The
detailed algorithm is described as follow. Denote Pv as
the conditional probability of data to clusters, Pu as the
conditional probability of clusters to clusters, {xi } as the
observation sequence, {yi } as the label sequence, and {si }
as the cluster set. Firstly we define the relevance of xi−1 , xi
and xi+1 to yi = si .
R(si , xi ) = Pv (si |xi )
X
R(si , xi−1 ) =
Pu (si |sj )Pv (sj |xi−1 )

(20)

R(si , xi+1 ) =

(21)

Pu (si |sj )Pv (sj |xi+1 )

j,k

where Pv and Pu can be calculated by Equations (15) (16) (17) (18). As there is no direct link
from xi−1 or xi+1 to yi , the revelance between them is
taken by utilizing their relations with yi−1 or yi+1 . Then
we define a criterion function as,
yi = argmaxsi {D(si |xn ) = α−1 R(si , xi−1 )
+α0 R(si , xi ) + α1 R(si , xi+1 )}
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where αi is the coefficient which reflect the contribution of
each xi to the target label yi . This function considers neighbors’ contribution. And the coefficient αi can be adjusted to
get reasonable grouping of data.

Fig. 5.

Electrodes distribution of extended 10/20 system

After each experiment, we used the subjects feedback
combined with the video disk to label the clear-headed
EEG and sleeping EEG. The EEG around the period when
the music is played is discarded. Only when both sides
estimation of vigilance states were the same, the EEG was
labeled.
IV. C LUSTERING R ESULTS
After getting the EEG data, we use K-Mean, NormalizedCut [24], GFC and XGFC to cluster the EEG data in different
situations, then compare and analyze the different clustering
results. During clustering the EEG data, we make a decision
on the current vigilance state of the subject every 4 seconds.
Figure 6 shows the waveforms of original EEG data. The
sharp peaks in the figure are the EOG signals.
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B. Clustering Results after Vigilance Related Feature Selection
Here, we use the vigilance related features to cluster the
EEG data. Figure 7(c)7(d) shows results of clustering the
data after vigilance related feature selection. We firstly use
K-Mean and Normalized-Cut as the clustering algorithms
to cluster the same EEG data in Figure 7(a). Compared to
directly clustering the original EEG data, we can see that
many overlaps disappeared. And the results is more close to
subject’s feedback and the observations from the recorded
video. So the feature selection process can effectively improve the performance of clustering algorithm.
Nextly, we cluster the vigilance related features of EEG
data using GFC and XGFC. Figure 7(e)7(f) shows the results.
From this figure we can see that GFC get a similar result as
K-Mean or Normalized-Cut, while XGFC get even better
results which is almost consistent with subject’s feedback
and video observing results.
Although XGFC can greatly improve the grouping of EEG
data, carefully observation on figure 7(f) reveals a clear
overlap around the time 20 minutes. This may be due to
multiple vigilance states when falling asleep. As a result, we
cluster the data around that particular time into four vigilance
states. Figure 8(a) shows the result. There four states can be
easily distinguished. In order to verify the legitimacy of the
clustering result, we calculate the average EEG spectrum of
each states around 3Hz which is shown in Figure 8(b). From
the figure we can see the average energy from state 1 to
state 4 is gradual increasing. This phenomenon is consistent
with physiological result which reflects our clustering result
is reasonable and meaningful.
Besides these, the feature patterns calculated from one
subject in one day combined with XGFC are also applicable
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A. Results of Directly Cluster the Original EEG Data
We use K-Mean and Normalized-Cut to directly cluster the
PSD of the original artifact rejected EEG data into two states:
wake and sleep. This EEG data is recorded in one day from
subject A. The results is shown in Figure 7(a)7(b). Overlaps
in the figure mean there exist some middle states. From the
figure we may conclude that the subject is awake during the
first 15 minutes and the last 10 minutes. This is also verified
by the subject after the experiments (wake: during the first 20
minutes and the last 10 minutes). However, there are many
overlaps, and according to the subject’s feedback some of
them are obvious wrong.
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Fig. 7.
Clustering results of vigilance states. 1) Cluster the PSD of
the original EEG data using (a) K-Mean algorithm, (b) Normalized-Cut
algorithm; 2) Cluster the data after vigilance related feature selection using
(c) K-Mean algorithm; (d) Normalized-Cut algorithm;(e) GFC algorithm;
(f) XGFC algorithm.

to cluster the EEG data from the same subject in other
days or even from different subjects. Figure 9 shows the
results which is close to the subject’s feedback and the video
observing results.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a semi-supervised clustering
method for vigilance analysis based on EEG signals. Firstly,
we used the inadequate labeled information to guide the
vigilance related feature selection indirectly supervised the
similarity computing. Then considering the vigilance states
transform property, we proposed XGFC model for EEG data
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Fig. 8. (a) Cluster the data from wake to sleep using XGFC; The states
shown in this figure are from state 1 to state 4 in a bottom up order. (b)
Distributions of different states EEG energy with bandwidth around 3Hz on
the scalp.
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Fig. 9. (a) Clustering result of EEG data from the same subject but in
another day. (b) Clustering result of EEG data from another person.

clustering. From the results, we can see that vigilance related
feature selection process is very helpful to improve the
performance of clustering algorithms. In addition, by using
condition probability model, the XGFC model can get even
better and reasonable grouping of data. So, although labeled
information in vigilance studies is very poor, proper semisupervised clustering can still get meaningful results. In the
future, we will continue improving the clustering algorithm,
use the clustering results to guide the vigilance labeling and
vigilance estimation.
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